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Fatty Acid Increases cAMP-dependent Lactate and
MAO-B-dependent GABA Production in Mouse
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Medium-chain fatty acids (MCFAs) are mostly generated from dietary triglycerides and can penetrate the blood-brain barrier. Astrocytes in the brain use MCFAs as an alternative energy source. In addition, MCFAs have various regulatory and signaling functions
in astrocytes. However, it is unclear how astrocytes sense and take up MCFAs. This study demonstrates that decanoic acid (DA; C10),
a saturated MCFA and a ligand of Gαs protein-coupled receptors (Gαs-GPCRs), is a signaling molecule in energy metabolism in primary astrocytes. cAMP synthesis and lactate release were increased via a putative Gαs-GPCR and transmembrane adenylyl cyclase
upon short-term treatment with DA. By contrast, monoamine oxidase B-dependent gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) synthesis
was increased in primary cortical and hypothalamic astrocytes upon long-term treatment with DA. Thus, astrocytes respond to DA
by synthesizing cAMP and releasing lactate upon short-term treatment, and by synthesizing and releasing GABA upon long-term
treatment, similar to reactive astrocytes. Our data suggest that astrocytes in the brain play crucial roles in lipid-sensing via GPCRs
and modulate neuronal metabolism or activity by releasing lactate via astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle or GABA to influence neighboring neurons.
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INTRODUCTION

The major cause of metabolic disorders such as obesity is in-
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creased consumption of a high-calorie diet. Chronic intake of a
high-fat diet (HFD) increases not only the level of fat in the peripheral system, but also uptake of fatty acids (FAs) into the brain
from the plasma [1, 2]. Enrichment of saturated FAs causes lipid
accumulation in the brain, especially the hypothalamus [3-5].
Moreover, free FAs accumulate in astrocytes and neurons in the
brain [6, 7]. However, it is unclear how FAs accumulate in astrocytes and how free FAs affect the control of energy balance and
feeding.
Treatment with long-chain FAs (C13~C21) increases inflammatory responses in cultured astrocytes, despite the fact that these
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molecules cannot cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [8-10]. On
the other hand, medium-chain FAs (MCFAs; C6~C12), such as
octanoic acid (OA; C8) and decanoic acid (DA; C10), can cross
the BBB and are rapidly metabolized in the brain [11, 12]. These
molecules modulate energy metabolism in astrocytes [13]. Along
with their role in supplying an energy source, FAs regulate various intracellular signaling pathways and modulate mitochondrial
energy production [13]. In particular, FAs are ligands for many G
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and members of the free FA
receptor (FFAR) family. This family consists of FFAR1/GPR40,
FFAR2/GPR43, FFAR3/GPR41, and FFAR4/GPR120, which recognize free FAs [14]. FFAR2 and FFAR3 recognize small-chain
FAs (SCFAs; C1~C6). Odorant receptors (ORs), which comprise
the largest subfamily of GPCRs, also recognize SCFAs and free
FAs [15-17]. Among MCFAs, DA increases glycolysis and lactate
synthesis in astrocytes [11, 18]. MCFAs may have beneficial effects
in the brain by activating metabolic shuttle systems that provide an
energy source to neighboring neurons in the form of lactate and
ketone bodies [18]. Stimulation with MCFAs increases glycolytic
activity and consequently induces release of lactate by astrocytes
into the extracellular space [19-21]. However, little is known about
the molecular mechanism by which astrocytes sense free FAs and
increase lactate release, and by which GPCRs recognize free FAs in
astrocytes.
There are more astrocytes than neurons in most regions of the
human brain [22, 23]. Astrocytes play a vital role in metabolism
by oxidizing FAs to produce ketone bodies, which are an energy
source for neurons [24]. In addition, astrocytes regulate energy
homeostasis upon short-term exposure to a HFD by metabolizing
lipids under physiological conditions [25, 26]. However, the roles
of astrocytes are altered upon chronic exposure to a HFD [27-29].
Hypertrophic and hyperplasic astrocytes, which are conventionally called reactive astrocytes, are observed in the rodent hypothalamus after exposure to a HFD for 24 h or longer [29]. Recent
studies suggest that hypertrophic and hyperplasic astrocytes can
be divided into two categories, namely, active astrocytes, which
express proBDNF, and reactive astrocytes, which express gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA) [30]. Moreover, proBDNF and GABA
have a reciprocal relationship, meaning that aberrant release of
GABA might suppress proBDNF expression [30, 31]. Astrocytic
GABA is synthesized by monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B), which
is mainly expressed in astrocytes [32]. MAO-B mediates degradation of the polyamine putrescine, which is a byproduct of toxin
degradation, to generate GABA [32, 33]. However, it is uncertain
whether long-term exposure to MCFAs leads to generation of active or reactive astrocytes.
This study investigated how astrocytes sense free FAs and deter-
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mined whether astrocytes are active or reactive after short-term
and long-term treatment with DA. We treated primary astrocytes
with DA and examined whether they sense this MCFA via a
GPCR. In addition, we investigated whether long-term exposure
to DA increases GABA synthesis via MAO-B, as occurs in reactive
astrocytes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Culture of primary cortical astrocytes for the cAMP assay

Primary astrocytes were obtained from the cerebral cortex of a
E18.5 mouse embryo and cultured as previously described [34],
with minor modifications. A total of 1.2×107 mixed glial cells were
seeded in a poly-D-lysine-coated T75 flask. After 2 h, the plating
medium was replaced by mixed glial cell growth medium, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Thermo Fisher Scientific,
MA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, MA) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin). The medium was changed every 3 days for 2 weeks. Thereafter, the mixed
glial culture medium, which contained floating primary microglia,
was discarded and the T75 flask was shaken at 160 rpm for 1 day
in a shaking incubator to completely remove primary microglia.
Following treatment with 0.25% trypsin, astrocytes were collected,
replated in a T75 flask, and cultured for 4 days to increase their
purity. Finally, samples were treated with 0.25% trypsin, and then
shaken at 160 rpm for 7 h and lightly tapped to accelerate the isolation of astrocytes. A known number of astrocytes was mixed with
fresh culture medium for subsequent experiments.
Lactate assay

Lactate release by primary astrocytes was measured using a
Lactate Assay Kit (BioVision, Mountain View, CA), according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. This kit included lactate assay
buffer, standard lactate, lactate substrate mix, and lactate enzyme
mix. Primary astrocytes were seeded in a 6-well plate (1×106 cells/
well) and maintained at 37oC in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 for 2 days. Thereafter, cells were treated with vehicle, 1
mM glucose, various concentrations (10, 30, 100, 300, 600, 1,000,
and 1,200 μM) of DA for 1 h, or 100 µM DA for various durations
in lactate assay buffer. In some experiments, cells were pretreated
with 1 mM SQ22536 and/or 10 µM gallein for 1 h. Lactate release
was measured by incubating 50 μl of the supernatant, 2 μl lactate
substrate mix, and 2 μl lactate enzyme mix in a 96-well enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) plate for 30 min. The lactate
concentration was calculated for the known lactate standard in the
kit. The optical density at 450 nm was measured using a VersaMax
microplate reader (Molecular Devices, CA).
https://doi.org/10.5607/en.2018.27.5.365
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cAMP ELISA assay

The level of cAMP was quantified using a Direct cAMP ELISA
kit with the non-acetylated cAMP standard format (Enzo Life
Sciences, NY). A competitive cAMP ELISA was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, primary astrocytes
were seeded in a 48-well plate (5×104 cells/well) and maintained
in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37oC for 2 days.
Thereafter, the cells were treated with vehicle, 30 μM forskolin, or
various concentrations (10, 30, 100, 300, 600, and 1,000 μM) of DA
in Hank’s balanced salt solution for 30 min. In some experiments,
cells were pretreated with 1 mM SQ22536 for 1 h. cAMP was extracted by lysing the cell pellet in 200 μl of 0.1 M HCl containing
1% Triton X-100 for 10 min followed by centrifugation at 600×g
for 2 min to remove cellular debris. To quantify cAMP, 100 μl of
the supernatant was analyzed using a Direct cAMP ELISA kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All incubation steps were
performed at room temperature. The optical density at 405 nm
was measured using a VersaMax microplate reader.
Culture of primary cortical and hypothalamic astrocytes
for immunocytochemistry

Primary astrocytes were obtained from C57BL/6J mouse pups
at P0~P2. The cerebral cortex was dissected and the meninges
were removed. The entire hypothalamus was dissected, minced,
and dissociated into a single-cell suspension via gentle trituration
through a Pasteur pipette. Dissociated cells were seeded in a 35
mm plate coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine. Cells were grown
in DMEM supplemented with 25 mM glucose, 2 mM glutamine,
10% heat-inactivated horse serum, 10% heat-inactivated FBS, and
1% penicillin-streptomycin. On the third day of culture, cells were
washed by repeated pipetting and the medium was replaced to
remove debris and other floating cell types. For DA treatment, cells
were transferred to a 24-well plate containing coverslips coated
with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, MO) after 11 days
in vitro (DIV). The next day, the medium was replaced by DMEM
containing 25 mM glucose, 2 mM glutamine, 5% heat-inactivated
horse serum, 5% heat-inactivated FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin,
and 10, 30, or 100 µM DA. Cultured cells were maintained at 37oC
in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2.
Immunocytochemistry

Primary astrocytes cultured in a 24-well plate were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma, G5882-50
ML) for 15 min at room temperature after 13 DIV, and washed
with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 5 min. Samples
were incubated with 0.1 M PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100
(Sigma) and 10% donkey serum (Genetex, CA) for 1.5 h to prevent
https://doi.org/10.5607/en.2018.27.5.365

non-specific binding. Cells were incubated with a guinea-pig antiGABA antibody (ab175; 1:1000; Millipore, MA) and a chicken
anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody (ab5541;
1:1000; Millipore) overnight at 4oC. After washing with 0.1 M PBS,
cells were incubated with a DyLight 488- or 594-conjugated secondary antibody (1:500; Jackson Laboratory, ME) for 2 h at room
temperature. After three rinses with 0.1 M PBS and staining with
DAPI (1:3000; Thermo Scientific, MA), coverslips were mounted
on Polysine microscopic glass slides (Thermo Scientific, MA). Images were acquired using a Nikon A1R confocal microscope.
Image quantification

Confocal microscopic images were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH).
To analyze the fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling in each astrocyte, images were converted to a binary format and each GFAPpositive astrocyte was identified as a region of interest. The mean
fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling was measured in each
region of interest. Thus, the fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling was only measured in GFAP-positive astrocytes.
RESULTS
DA increases cAMP synthesis via a Gαs-GPCR in primary
cortical astrocytes

DA is a saturated MCFA that directly stimulates lactate synthesis
in astrocytes by modulating their metabolism and supplies an energy source to neighboring neurons via activation of the astrocyteneuron shuttle [12, 18]. Bicarbonate-responsive lactate coupling
between astrocytes and neurons is reportedly due to enhanced
intracellular cAMP formation via activation of soluble adenylyl
cyclase (sAC) [35]. We therefore investigated whether cAMP synthesis mediates DA-induced lactate production in astrocytes. To
this end, we treated primary cortical astrocytes with different concentrations (0, 10, 30, 100, 300, 600, and 1,000 μM) of DA for 30
min and then measured the intracellular level of cAMP. DA treatment significantly (p<0.001) increased the intracellular cAMP
concentration in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1A). Similarly,
the intracellular cAMP concentration was increased by treatment
with forskolin, which activates transmembrane adenylyl cyclase
(tmAC) but not sAC (Fig. 1). DA showed agonistic activity for
cAMP production and had an EC50 of 82.5 μM. Mammalian sAC
is insensitive to G proteins, forskolin, which is a tmAC-specific activator, and SQ22536, which is a tmAC-specific inhibitor [36, 37].
By contrast, tmAC is sensitive to Gs-protein of GPCRs, forskolin,
and SQ22536. Thus, we examined whether DA-stimulated intracellular cAMP formation is dependent on tmAC. The intracellular
cAMP concentration was significantly (p<0.001) higher in forwww.enjournal.org
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Fig. 1. DA increases cAMP synthesis via a Gαs-GPCR. (A) The intracellular cAMP concentration was measured in primary astrocytes treated with different concentrations (0, 10, 30, 100, 300, 600, and 1,000 μM) of DA for 30 min. Alternatively, primary astrocytes were treated with 30 μM forskolin (FSK),
a tmAC-specific activator, as a positive control. (B) The intracellular cAMP concentration was measured in primary astrocytes treated with 100 μM DA
with or without pretreatment with 1 mM SQ22536 for 1 h, which is a tmAC-specific inhibitor. The red dotted line indicates the basal level of lactate release in untreated cells. All data are shown as mean±SEM (n=5) and were analyzed using the Student’s t test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

Fig. 2. DA increases lactate release via a Gαs-GPCR. (A, B) Lactate release was measured in primary astrocytes treated with different concentrations (0,
10, 30, 100, 300, 600, 1,000, and 1,200 μM) of DA for 1 h (A) or with 100 μM DA for different durations (0, 30, 60, 120, and 180 min) (B). Glucose (Glu)
was used as a positive control. (C) Lactate release was measured in primary astrocytes pretreated with or without SQ22536 (a tmAC inhibitor) and/or
gallein (a Gβγ signaling inhibitor) for 1 h and then treated with 100 μM DA. The red dotted line indicates the basal level of lactate release in untreated
cells. All data are shown as mean±SEM (n=5) and were analyzed using the Student’s t test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, NS, not significant.

skolin- and DA-treated astrocytes than in untreated astrocytes (Fig.
1B). SQ22536 significantly (p<0.001) attenuated the DA- and forskolin-induced increases in the intracellular cAMP concentration
by 90.88% and 94.42%, respectively (Fig. 1B). Collectively, these
data suggest that DA induces synthesis of cAMP via coupling of a
Gαs-GPCR with tmAC, but not with sAC. These results are consistent with the brain RNA sequencing transcriptome [38, 39], which
showed that nine tmACs (ADCY1~9 ) are uniformly expressed
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in astrocytes, while only one sAC (ADCY10 ) is extremely lowly
expressed. Interestingly, mRNA expression of ADCY2 is highest in
mouse and mature human astrocytes.
DA increases lactate release via a Gαs-GPCR in primary cortical astrocytes

Next, we investigated whether DA stimulates the production and
release of lactate via tmAC-mediated cAMP synthesis. To this end,
https://doi.org/10.5607/en.2018.27.5.365
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we treated primary cortical astrocytes with different concentrations (0, 10, 30, 100, 300, 600, 1,000, and 1,200 μM) of DA for 1 h
and with 100 μM DA for different durations (0, 30, 60, 120, and
180 min). DA treatment significantly (p<0.01) increased lactate
release in a dose-dependent (Fig. 2A) and time-dependent (Fig.
2B) manner. The EC50 of DA was 209.2 μM. To determine whether
a Gαs-GPCR mediates DA-induced lactate release, we pretreated
primary cortical astrocytes with SQ22536, a Gαs-mediated tmACspecific inhibitor, and/or gallein, a Gβγ signaling inhibitor, and then
treated them with DA (Fig. 2C). Pretreatment with SQ22536 and
gallein significantly (p<0.001) attenuated the DA-induced increase
in lactate release by 75.53% and 65.71%, respectively (Fig. 2C). In
addition, pretreatment with both SQ22536 and gallein almost
completely (p<0.001) abolished the DA-induced lactate release
(96.68%). Taken together, these results suggest that DA increases
lactate release via a Gαs-coupled GPCR.

verse stimulations, such as toxin challenges, which is usually accompanied by neuroinflammation [30]. Continuous and excessive
consumption of dietary fats activates the inflammatory response
in the hypothalamus, leading to generation of reactive astrocytes
[27, 29]. Therefore, we tested whether long-term treatment with
DA leads to the generation of reactive astrocytes by assessing the
level of GABA, which is a marker of reactive astrocytes [29, 30],
and by co-staining with GFAP, which is a marker of astrocytes.
Primary cortical astrocytes were split after 11 DIV and incubated
with DA after 12 DIV for 24 h (Fig. 3A). DA treatment increased
the GABA level in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3B). The GABA
level was significantly (p<0.001) increased in cells treated with 100
μM DA (Fig. 3C). Together, these findings indicate that long-term
treatment with DA increases the level of GABA in cortical astrocytes in a dose-dependent manner.

DA increases GABA production in primary cortical astrocytes

DA increases GABA production via MAO-B in primary cortical astrocytes

Resting astrocytes transform into reactive astrocytes upon ad-

MAO-B generated from putrescine mediates GABA produc-

Fig. 3. DA increases GABA production in primary cortical astrocytes. (A) Timeline of treatment of primary cortical astrocytes with different concentrations of DA for 24 h followed by immunocytochemistry. (B) Representative fluorescence immunocytochemical images of cells treated with different
concentrations (0, 10, 30, and 100 μM) of DA. Cells were treated with 100 μM GABA as a positive control. (C) Fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling
in GFAP-positive primary cortical astrocytes. All data are shown as mean±SEM (0 μM, n=52 cells; 10 μM, n=48 cells; 30 μM, n=49 cells; 100 μM, n=59
cells; and GABA, n=45 cells) and were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.
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Fig. 4. DA increases GABA production via MAO-B in primary cortical astrocytes. (A) Timeline of treatment of primary cortical astrocytes with DA for
24 h or 30 min followed by immunocytochemistry. (B) Representative fluorescence immunocytochemical images of cells treated with 100 μM DA for
different durations. Cells were treated with 100 μM GABA as a positive control. (C) Fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling in GFAP-positive primary
cortical astrocytes. All data are shown as mean±SEM (0 μM, n=52 cells; 100 μM for 24 h, n=59 cells; 100 μM for 24 h with selegiline, n=58 cells; 100 μM
for 30 min, n=42 cells; and GABA, n=45 cells) and were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

tion in reactive astrocytes under pathological conditions [40]. We
investigated whether MAO-B mediates DA-induced GABA production. To this end, we treated primary cortical astrocytes with
DA and selegiline, which is a selective MAO-B inhibitor (Fig. 4A).
Long-term treatment with DA for 24 h increased GABA production in cortical astrocytes, and this effect was significantly (p<0.01)
attenuated by selegiline. However, short-term treatment with DA
for 30 min did not significantly increase GABA production in cortical astrocytes (Fig. 4B, C). Taken together, long-term treatment
with DA leads to generation of reactive astrocytes that produce
GABA in a MAO-B-dependent manner, while short-term treatment with DA does not.

to sense and rapidly respond to circulating nutrients such as free
FAs derived from dietary lipids and hormones [4]. Therefore, we
investigated whether long-term treatment with DA increases the
GABA level in hypothalamic astrocytes, as observed in cortical
astrocytes. Similar to cortical astrocytes, hypothalamic astrocytes
were split after 11 DIV and incubated with DA after 12 DIV for
24 h (Fig. 5A). DA treatment increased the GABA level in a dosedependent manner (Fig. 5B). The GABA level was significantly
(p<0.0001) increased by treatment with 100 μM DA for 24 h (Fig.
5C). Together, these findings indicate that long-term treatment
with DA increases the GABA level in hypothalamic astrocytes in a
dose-dependent manner.

DA increases GABA production in primary hypothalamic
astrocytes

DA increases GABA production via MAO-B in primary hypothalamic astrocytes

The hypothalamus is the primary center of metabolic control
[41] and contains hypertrophic and hyperplasic astrocytes after
long-term feeding of a HFD [29, 42, 43]. Moreover, the BBB is
highly fenestrated in the hypothalamus, which enables astrocytes

We investigated whether MAO-B mediates DA-induced GABA
production in hypothalamic astrocytes, as observed in cortical
astrocytes (Fig. 6A). Selegiline significantly (p<0.0001) attenuated
the increase in GABA production induced by treatment with DA
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Fig. 5. DA increases GABA production in primary hypothalamic astrocytes. (A) Timeline of treatment of primary hypothalamic astrocytes with different concentrations of DA for 24 h followed by immunocytochemistry. (B) Representative fluorescence immunocytochemical images of cells treated
with different concentrations (0, 10, 30, and 100 μM) of DA. Cells were treated with 100 μM GABA as a positive control. (C) Fluorescence intensity of
GABA labeling in GFAP-positive primary hypothalamic astrocytes. All data are shown as mean±SEM (0 μM, n=28 cells; 10 μM, n=30 cells; 30 μM, n=41
cells; 100 μM, n=45 cells; and GABA, n=47 cells) and were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

for 24 h in hypothalamic astrocytes (Fig. 6B, C). In contrast with
cortical astrocytes, treatment with DA for 30 min significantly
(p<0.05) increased the GABA level in hypothalamic astrocytes
(Fig. 6B, C). These results suggest that the effects of DA on MAOB-dependent GABA production are more acute in hypothalamic
astrocytes than in cortical astrocytes.
DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates for the first time that short-term treatment with DA (C10), a saturated MCFA, increases cAMP formation and lactate release in primary astrocytes via a signaling
pathway coupled to a Gαs-GPCR and tmAC (Fig. 7). Astrocytes
may play a critical role by supplying lactate as an energy source
to neighboring neurons. By contrast, long-term treatment with
DA induces synthesis of GABA via MAO-B by changing the
functional characteristics of astrocytes (Fig. 7). Accumulation of
MAO-B-dependent GABA in reactive astrocytes is expected to
inhibit neurons. Our study reveals a novel molecular mechanism
https://doi.org/10.5607/en.2018.27.5.365

by which astrocytes recognize free MCFAs and reports the effects
of short- and long-term treatment with DA. This unique MCFAGPCR interaction in astrocytes may provide novel insights into
the functional basis for control of the energy balance and feeding
in the brain.
MCFAs are an important source of ketogenesis to form ketone
bodies, which travel to the brain and are used as an alternative
energy source by neurons when the blood glucose level is severely
reduced during fasting [44]. Whereas hepatic ketogenesis has been
well-elucidated, ketogenesis via oxidation of free FAs also occurs
in astrocytes in the brain [45]. Although MCFAs are substrates
for ketogenesis in astrocytes [45], their cellular signaling functions are mostly unknown. This study reveals that DA has a novel
functional role as a signaling molecule by interacting with a GPCR
(Figs. 1, 2). While long-term treatment with DA induced synthesis
of GABA via MAO-B, short-term treatment with DA induced lactate release via a Gαs-GPCR-tmAC-cAMP pathway. This MCFAGPCR interaction provides novel insights into the functional basis
for how astrocytes sense free FAs in the brain. FAs are ligands for
www.enjournal.org
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Fig. 6. DA increases GABA production via MAO-B in primary hypothalamic astrocytes. (A) Timeline of treatment of primary hypothalamic astrocytes
with DA for 24 h or 30 min followed by immunocytochemistry. (B) Representative fluorescence immunocytochemical images of cells treated with 100
μM DA with different durations. Cells were treated with 100 μM GABA as a positive control. (C) Fluorescence intensity of GABA labeling in GFAPpositive primary hypothalamic astrocytes. All data are shown as mean±SEM (0 μM, n=50 cells; 100 μM for 24 h, n=43 cells; 100 μM for 24 h with selegiline, n=40 cells; 100 μM for 30 min, n=47 cells; and GABA, n=39 cells) and were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01,
***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

Fig. 7. Effects of short- and long-term treatment with DA on astrocytes.
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many GPCRs. For example, members of the FFAR family recognize free FAs. This family consists of FFAR1/GPR40 and FFAR4/
GPR120, which are activated by medium- and long-chain free
FAs, respectively, and FFAR3/GPR41 and FFAR2/GPR43, which
are activated by short-chain free FAs [14]. In addition, a recent
study revealed that ORs recognize SCFAs and MCFAs in many
non-olfactory tissues [17]. Representative examples are Olfr78
[15], Olfr544 [46], and Olfr15 [47, 48], which recognize SCFAs,
dicarboxylic MCFAs, and MCFAs, respectively. A further study is
required to identify the GPCR that recognizes free MCFAs in astrocytes.
The physiological concentration of MCFAs in the brain and
blood required to stimulate astrocytes is an important parameter.
MCFAs move rapidly and readily from blood to the brain via the
BBB, especially in the hypothalamic region where the BBB is highly fenestrated [11]. MCFAs, particularly OA and DA, elicit beneficial effects on children who suffer from seizures, and consequently
such children have been traditionally treated with a medium-chain
triglyceride (MCT) diet [49]. OA and DA are detected in plasma at
various time points over 24 h when children are fed a MCT diet. In
addition, OA and DA are detected at concentrations of 0.104~2.1
mM and 12~250 μM, respectively, in plasma of mice fed a MCT
diet for 4 days [12]. Consistently, the EC50 of DA was 82.5 and
209.2 μM for cAMP production and lactate release, respectively
(Figs. 1, 2). Taken together, these data suggest that treatment with
~100~200 μM DA is sufficient to stimulate astrocytes in vivo .
The accumulation of cytosolic GABA suggests that long-term
treatment with DA triggers an increase in putrescine, which is the
major precursor of GABA. How does DA trigger an increase in
putrescine? A clue might lie in the findings that DA activated a
Gαs-GPCR and increased cAMP synthesis in astrocytes. cAMP has
been suggested to induce autophagy via beclin 1, which is a mammalian ortholog of yeast autophagy-related gene 6 [50]. Furthermore, treatment with the cell-permeable cAMP analog 8-CPTcAMP increases the levels of LC3-II and beclin 1 in adipocytederived mesenchymal stem cells [50]. Therefore, an increase in
cAMP upon DA treatment may activate autophagy, which allows
the orderly degradation and recycling of cellular components in
astrocytes [51]. The endocytosed DA-Gαs-GPCR complex might
be degraded to increase the levels of L-arginine and L-ornithine,
which are a source of putrescine [52]. Putrescine may then be further degraded via MAO-B to produce GABA, a molecular marker
of reactive astrocytes [30, 32]. These possibilities require further
investigations.
What is the relevance of MAO-B-dependent GABA production?
MAO-B mediates astrocytic GABA production [32]. We previously demonstrated that astrocytic GABA is released tonically
https://doi.org/10.5607/en.2018.27.5.365

by reactive astrocytes in the hippocampus and is responsible for
memory impairment in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease [33].
Excessive production of GABA upon long-term exposure to DA
may inhibit neighboring neurons, especially in the hypothalamus,
where the neural circuits responsible for food intake and energy
expenditure exist. The roles of astrocytic GABA produced upon
long-term exposure to MCFAs in hypothalamic functions, especially food intake and energy expenditure, should be investigated
in the future. MAO-B also mediates H2O2 production [32, 53]. Reactive astrocytes produce large amounts of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), which are chemically reactive chemical species containing
oxygen such as H2O2 [54], in a MAO-B-dependent manner [55,
56]. ROS produced by oxidation of monoamines, such as acetylputrescine [30], induce hypertrophy of astrocytic processes and
increase cell proliferation [55, 57, 58]. Long-term exposure to DA
may induce excessive ROS production in astrocytes. These exciting possibilities require future investigation.
Our findings suggest that astrocytes play crucial roles in lipidsensing in the brain and modulate metabolism in nearby neurons
by releasing lactate and/or GABA. We propose that modulation of
lactate and GABA production mediated by a GPCR and MAO-B
is a new approach to control energy metabolism in astrocytes.
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